-----Original Message----From: David Davis
Sent: Sunday, March 08, 2015 11:09 AM
To: Maria email redacted
Subject: Maria
Dear Maria,
I tried writing several emails for this situation and the last one was about 5 pages long. I
decided to just cut to the chase and send this one (I am sending it a day late so you will be
at church or near it and can reach out to Pastor Landon if need be). As you will see from
the below text, I took one last shot at handling the situation with Todd on my own. I am
pretty sure you know what's going on but I want to "officially" loop you in on the
situation (Our last phone call before you went on your tour of Europe where I told you
had something to tell you that was horrifying and incredible important about Todd and
you told me you didn't want to know, as you never asked after you got back from your
trip I figure you know). If for some reason you really don't know, then a lot of the below
will shock you (I have been living with this hell for quite some time) and I apologize but
I see no other option as to bringing you in on this before taking the next step. I sought
spiritual counsel and they advised me that based on your actions and not wanting to
know, the sad fact was that I should walk away from it as it seemed you guys were more
concerned with money than rectifying the situation. I thought the best thing for the family
AND myself was walk away and live a good life. The money wasn't worth pursuing, as I
made that much on one deal alone (Sin City 2) that year and I didn't want to open up the
Pandora's box of the below and hurt the girls. While the girls don't love me (Actions not
words), I do care for them and as pissed as I was Todd put me through a living hell, his
total lack of remorse and his smug attitude thinking he got away with it, I walked for their

sake and mine. By the actions he took, he thought of me as expendable (I am not for the
record) and I figured that was my duty as a man to walk away. Hearing I am going to be
an uncle and thinking through the potential nightmare of a repeat of his behavior with my
nephew, I can't just walk away anymore. While I don't want Lisa and Madison to live
with the nightmares I have had since this has started (See below text), if I can't find a
resolution to this I am going to tell them (unless they already know too and are in on it future actions will give me my answers). I am interested in actions not words as you and
Todd talk a great game but when it comes to actions, seem to do the opposite of what you
say.

In my conversation with Todd Friday (He showed no remorse, no guilt, started to threaten
me, went into his manipulation tactics and I realized his symptoms have gotten a lot
worse) confirming my fear that walking away was a mistake as whatever he has is
progressive. He needs to be held accountable for his actions or he is going to get worse. If
it really is just about the money for you guys (If you try and defend or continue to enable
his actions - your actions will confirm those suspicions - this is the fork in the road for
you to be on the right side of this), you will try your normal tactics on turning things
around on me, don't (You will only strengthen my resolve), as I am not going to stop until
this is fixed. In a classic deflection strategy, Todd tried to turn the situation around and
make it about money and he threatened that he would never give me the money grandma
left me (This is symptomatic of the power trip he is on) if I pursued this. To be clear, had
he just stuck to stealing the money intended for me from grandma, I would have walked
(You guys were right on that strategy as evidenced by my walking away for two years -

actions not words) but I realize not dealing with his issues across the board immediately
was a mistake as he has gotten a lot worse and leaving with this has been a nightmare.

This is about me making things right and making amends for my inactions and enabling
behavior and being 100% honest with everyone about why I walked away from the
family. Maybe the girls have known all along or have been fed some BS story (I am sure
it does nothing to flatter me) but if this situation continues unchecked I will just tell them
the truth (My part, Todds part and your part and see how they react). Since they may not
be strong enough to fix this, especially if you continue to enable and defend Todd, I have
a plan for the step after that as well. This gets fixed. Everyone will finally get an answer
for why I stayed away from the family (When Madison blasted me that day at Grandma's
house and I saw the look in your eyes along with Todd's, I knew you knew what had
happened), the motorcycle accident, etc.

I figured in your own way, by throwing me to the wolves you were protecting Madison
and Lisa from the truth. You didn't want Todd having a heart attack in a whore house
without me to carry him out of there (We had plans for this and taking the fall if one of
your friends saw us out with one of his "girlfriends") you thought of me as expendable to
spare the family the public embarrassment. While I found a way to stay out of the whore
houses, I was on call and the girls knew to call Johnnie's brother David. I wasn't about to
let grandma get hurt by finding out that way either, as she was the only person to treat me
with any kindness, love or affection in the family. PS if it were just about money, I would
have just told grandma what was happening or told everyone two years ago. This is much

bigger than money for me at least. What has been done to me and your enabling Todd's
behavior is dead wrong. Trying to fix this will release a huge burden for me (One I
shouldn't have had to carry, although I played a part in things and will own up to my side)
and feels like the right thing to do (Please read below). Do I want to do this, NO but
unless you and I can work this out somehow (I have ideas but no plan) and I get a level of
comfort of Todd being around the kid, I have no choice.

I am emailing you to try and fix this situation. Todd is out of control on every level. He
has to have some boundaries set for him and realize he can't treat people like this (PS
these women are people and what I have seen him do to them finally made me snap, and
as a human being I couldn't be a part of it anymore - had Todd not been my father there is
no way in HELL I would have been involved with this or treating people that way)
ESPECIALLY the family he says he loves. If this is really who he is he should be known
(By Everyone) for who he really is based on his actions not words (We are talking about
fellow human beings who are just trying to survive). He has issues starting with either sex
addiction (There is a good book on this called Out of the Shadows by Patrick Carnes if he
isn't a sex addict then I guess he just used me and thinks soliciting prostitutes with family
members is appropriate - For the record it is not), a SEVERE case of Affluenza coupled
with a Narcissistic Personality Disorder that is off the charts (I know you are aware of
these issue and have been covering/enabling them for years) and it is getting worse (My
conversation with him was like talking to a person in total denial) all of these are
progressive illnesses. Sex addition is about power and being on a power trip (This is one
of the reasons Bill Cosby - ironically another former hero of mine - used to knock out his

victims and have sex with them), it's about being able to do whatever you want with no
consequences and domination. In short, the more his behavior across the board is enabled
the worse he gets and the more lines he crosses. If you want to take the "Camille"
position in this situation, that is your call but I strongly advise you to think of the
GLOBAL implications of not dealing with his issues.

I have talked to several therapists about this. A lot of the therapy was to work through my
part in enabling him, about establishing healthy boundaries and consequences for peoples
actions. This is now officially a Liability and danger to both the family and my unborn
nephew (Not just my opinion but professionals as well). Sending this email is me saying I
care more about my nephew and sisters than the money, I am not going to be the one
everyone blames for not saying something when he gets himself killed (Think I am
joking, the hooker in Vegas almost killed him when he said fuck you I am not paying again power trip - thank god she didn't have a gun - Think of Madison or Lisa having to
handle that situation) or involves his grandson in stuff that will damage him for life in
some weird bonding ritual. When I say damage him for life, this is not stuff you can erase
from your brain or get rid of but something you have to learn to live with. Not once, has
Todd apologized for his actions or tried to make amends, even after my motorcycle
accident and dying twice (See the above disorders and tell me this isn't a symptom of a
serious illness or shows he just doesn't care). How he and you conduct yourselves is one
thing (The agreements between the two of you are not my business) but the thought of
him being alone with a young kid that he can use as a bait/beard to get laid is the last
straw and I am not having that on my conscience.

If this behavior goes unchecked and continues, how long until my sisters, nieces or
nephews become expendable. The thing that terrifies me is that if he loves me (I don't
believe this but for the exercise lets assume he does), then what is to stop him from doing
this to other people in the family? He has to have some boundaries set for him and some
consequences for his actions and professional help. He can’t continue to live in a world
without consequences for his actions. I will wait for you to digest, you may want to talk
to pastor Landon about this but I would like a response by Tuesday night or I will take
the next step in making sure this doesn't happen with my nephew or family. Again, I was
willing to let the money go but it will be a cold day in hell before I drop this now that I
have a nephew on the way.

THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR AND TREATING IT AS SUCH AND
ENABLING MAKES YOU JUST AS GUILTY IN THE EYES OF GOD.

Enabling this behavior, ignoring it, shifting blame, excuses, or any other response other
than let's fix this isn't going to work and will make this much bigger and worse. I have no
other choice but to fix this and see it through to the end and after a lot of thought and
contemplation that is what is going to happen. This gets fixed. I simply won't walk away
now that I am going to be an uncle. If I feel like I am getting lip service and no actions
are being taken, I will just take the next step. If the family isn't strong enough to make
this right and is going to continue to enable this situation or try to defend him, I can
assure you I am strong enough to fix it.

David

PS Please read the Screwtape book I sent you two years ago, it will be beneficial to you
and give you an idea of the consequences of your actions or INACTIONS.

